Abstract-This paper presents a road-map assisted standoff tracking of a ground vehicle using nonlinear model predictive control. In model predictive control, since the prediction of target movement plays an important role on tracking performance, this paper focuses on utilising road-map information to enhance the estimation accuracy. For this, a practical road approximation algorithm is firstly proposed using constant curvature segments, and then nonlinear road-constrained Kalman filtering is followed. To address nonlinearity from road constraints and provide good estimation performance, both extended Kalman filter and unscented Kalman filter are implemented along with the state-vector fusion technique using cooperative UAVs. Lastly, a nonlinear model predictive control standoff tracking guidance is explained briefly. To verify the feasibility and benefits of the proposed approach, numerical simulations are performed using a realistic car trajectory data in a city traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surveillance and subsequent tracking of a moving ground target of interest is one of the important capabilities of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) required to increase an overall knowledge for surrounding environment. To produce appropriate surveillance data to be used by UAVs, a MTIR (Moving Target Indicator Radar) is a well-suited sensor due to its wide-coverage, all-weather, day/night, and real-time capabilities [1] . From this sensor information such as range, azimuth, and range-rate of the target with respect to the radar location, a certain level of accurate estimation could be obtained using conventional filtering techniques. In many applications for the ground target tracking, the majority of ground vehicles are moving on road networks whose topographical coordinates could be known with a certain accuracy. Such road-map information can be used for improving the quality of tracking significantly by constraining the state of the ground target of interest especially in its position and velocity within the road geometry. This is known as a road-constrained target estimation problem, and largely, there are two categories of techniques for making use of the road information. The first one is post-processing correction technique such as Tang et. al. [2] and Kanchanavally et. al. [3] which propose Bayesian filtering with the hospitability map providing a likelihood for each point proportional to the ability of a target to move. The second one is based on the Kalman filtering framework. Dan et. al. [4] proposed Kalman filtering with state equality constraints, and used the road information as equality constraints. Zhang et. al. [5] used a pseudomeasurement approach which treats the road constraints as additional fictitious measurement based on the work of Tahk and Speyer [6] . Herrero et. al. [7] proposed the preprocessing of sensor measurements with map restriction. Moreover, they introduced map-tuned interactive multiple model (IMM) structure whose models consist of constant speed, longitudinal acceleration, and curvilinear model incorporating map information. To deal with road-network having road junctions and crossing of several roads, a variable structure IMM filtering concept is also proposed by [8] .
Having estimated target information, UAVs should be able to keep a certain distance from the moving target known as a standoff distance with prescribed inter-vehicle angular spacing in order to track it without being noticed and at the same time to acquire the accurate target information. In a domain of standoff target tracking, Frew et. al. [9] proposed the application of Lyapunov vector fields for standoff coordination of multiple UAVs. They invented a decoupled control structure in which speed and rate of heading change are separately controlled for standoff distance and phase angle keeping, respectively. Similarly, Kingston et. al. [10] used vector field approach, however they introduced a sliding mode control and orbit radius change without velocity change for phase-keeping of multiple UAVs. Recently, Prevost et. al. [11] and Kim et. al. [12] applied a receding horizon model-based predictive control for standoff tracking.
This paper presents a road-map assisted standoff tracking of a moving ground vehicle using nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) based on our previous work [12] . In this sort of model predictive control, since the prediction of the target movement plays an important role on the tracking performance, this paper focuses on utilising road-map information to enhance the target estimation accuracy. There are not many works on road-constrained estimation using real road-map data in the literature, and road-constrained estimation has rarely been dealt or combined with target tracking guidance even though ground vehicle of interest is moving only on the road in many cases. With these in mind, this paper firstly proposes a practical road approximation algorithm using constant curvature segments. Secondly, to exploit road information for precise target estimation, nonlinear roadconstrained Kalman filtering is applied using a pseudomeasurement approach. Furthermore, to address nonlinearity of road constraints and provide good estimation performance, both of extended Kalman filter (EKF) and unscented Kalman filter (UKF) are implemented along with a state-vector fusion technique using cooperative UAVs. Lastly, a nonlinear model predictive control standoff tracking guidance is explained briefly, and numerical simulations with a pair of UAVs are performed using a realistic car trajectory data in a city traffic in the UK. In simulation results, the effect of improved estimation accuracy on the tracking guidance performance is analysed for both broadly-used Lyapunov vector field guidance (LVFG) and the proposed NMPC guidance.
The overall structure of this paper is given as: Section II contains a definition of UAV dynamic model, ground target and sensor model considered in this study. Section III explains the road-constrained tracking filter design and sensor fusion utilising road approximation technique. Section IV explains the decentralised structure, definition of performance index and constraints, and nonlinear model predictive controller design for cooperative standoff tracking. Section V presents numerical simulation results of standoff tracking scenario using realistic ground vehicle trajectory data. Lastly, conclusions and future works are given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. UAV Dynamic Model
Assuming each UAV has a low-level flight controller such as SAS (Stability Augmentation System) and CAS (Controllability Augmentation System) for heading and velocity hold functions, this study aims to design guidance inputs to this low-level controller for rendezvous and standoff target tracking. Consider a two-dimensional UAV kinematic model [12] as:
where x = (x, y, ψ, v, ω)
T are the inertial position, heading, speed and yaw rate of the UAV, respectively. τ v and τ ω are time constants for considering actuator delay. u = (u v , u ω ) T are the commanded speed and turning rate constrained by the following dynamic limits of fixed-wing UAV:
where v 0 is a nominal speed of UAV. The continuous UAV model in Eq. (1) can be discretised by Euler integration into:
where
T , and T s is a sampling time.
B. Ground Target and Sensor Model
General target tracking filters have traditionally been developed for monitoring aerial targets such as aeroplanes, missiles and so on. Although ground vehicles move with much lower speeds than aerial targets, they often and irregularly perform stop-and-go manoeuvres with much smaller turn radius. A constant velocity model broadly used for radar target tracking seems thus unsuitable for tracking ground vehicles, and hence an acceleration or a jerk model can be a candidate instead. This study, therefore, considers acceleration dynamics [12] to apply it to tracking of the moving ground vehicle. Besides, this study assumes the UAV are equipped with a MTIR to localise the position of target. Because the measurement of MTIR is composed of range and azimuth of the target with respect to the radar location, the actual measurements is the relative range and azimuth with respect to the position of the UAV airborne. The radar measurement (r, φ)
T can be defined as the following nonlinear relation using the target position (x t k , y t k )
T and the UAV position (x k , y k )
T as:
where ν k is a measurement noise vector, and its noise covariance matrix is defined as:
III. ROAD-CONSTRAINED TRACKING FILTER
To make use of road-map information for the estimation of a target traveling on a road, it is required to express the road-map as a certain type of mathematical equations. This section firstly presents a road approximation algorithm using constant curvature segments, and then applied it to one of constrained estimations based on Kalman filtering along with decentralised sensor fusion using multiple UAVs.
A. Road Approximation Using Constant Curvature Segments
To generate the road using on-board sensor measurements or approximate the real road from a given road-map, this study uses constant curvature segments. In this approach, assuming that some of vertices on the road can be obtained, those vertices are connected by line segments of constant curvature with C 2 contact at the vertices. The curved line between the vertices is to represent the curved nature of the real road. To ensure the C 2 constraints at both positions, an intermediate vertex is introduced such that the line segment is replaced by two arc segments of different curvature as shown in Fig. 1 . The entire road-map can then be modeled by a set of road segments r i , i = 1, . . . , n, and for each road segment, the centre position of the road curve and its curvature are given by the approximation algorithm. The mathematical details of the construction of the line curvature between vertices are described in [13] . Especially, in case that road information is not given in some area, this approach can be of interest with its efficiency since only some of the points on the road and corresponding segment curvature by the algorithm are required to approximate roads quite close to real roads, which can be readily exploited for the precise estimation of succeeding ground target on the road. Figure 2 shows sample road-network of Devizes, Wiltshire, United Kingdom with GIS satellite data. Given interested road information as blue line in this case, Fig. 3 shows the approximated road segments. Even though, the more vertices are used, the better approximated road is obtained as shown in Fig. 3(b) , since too many road segments might cause performance degradation in the constrained estimation, the appropriate number of vertices on the road needs to be determined considering the road-network structure. 
B. Road-Constrained Estimation
Assuming that the ground vehicle moves along given roadmap consisting of n road segments, the 2-D position of the vehicle should lie on the one of roads. This can be expressed as the following constraint:
where r i (·) denotes the i-th road segment which can be modeled as straight line, arc, or polynomials. For example, if the road is straight, the above road constraint can be expressed as:
where θ is a given road direction. In this paper, since the road is approximated using constant curvature segments as explained earlier, the road constraint can be obtained as:
(9) where (x ri,ct , y ri,ct ) is the centre position of the arc for i-th road segment, and κ ri is the arc curvature. Typically, there are two ways to deal with the road constraint in Kalman filtering framework. One is to use the road as equality constraints [5] , and the other is to use the concept of directional process noise [14] , which represents uncertainty components along and orthogonal to the road. This paper uses a pseudo-measurement method, one of the constrained Kalman filtering algorithms, which treats the equality constraints as additional fictitious or pseudo-measurement [6] . Unlike the other approaches such as maximum probability method and projection method [4] , this has the advantage which allows us to consider the degree of constraint adherence by the magnitude of the additional pseudo-measurement noise variance. Pseudo-measurement model using road constraints can be written as:
, and ν ri k is assumed to be zero mean white Gaussian noise with its covariance R ri k , which accounts for uncertainty of road constraints. Then, previous real measurement equation is augmented by adding pseudo-measurement as:
T . The measurement noise covariance is also augmented as R
in the measurement equation is nonlinear, the localisation of a target can be designed by using the EKF [15] as:
Time update
Measurement update
The output matrix H k is a Jacobian of h a with respect to the time-update state x target position, its error covariance and the road network information as: (17) such as interactive multiple model filter concept [8] , in this study, current road segment is simply changed to the next one if above condition is satisfied for the simplicity.
In case that nonlinearity of the road segment is severe, since the EKF based on linearisation can result in poor performance, this study also designed the UKF, and compares the results between those two filtering methods. The UKF is a filter for nonlinear systems which uses sigma points approximating a given PDF [16] . Road constraints can be incorporated into the UKF by treating it as a pseudomeasurement with the similar way as in the EKF but without liniearisation of constraints being able to provide better accuracy. Among various UKF methods dealing with pseudomeasurements, an equality constrained UKF (ECUKF) is adopted in this paper considering its reasonable performance and computation time [17] . In the ECUKF, at each update step, the stated estimate of the unconstrained UKF is combined with the constraints, which are treated as pseudomeasurement, to obtain a constrained a posteriori UKF estimate. This constrained estimate is then used as the initial condition for the next time step.
C. Data fusion for a network of UAV sensors
Since this study assumes a pair of UAVs carry out the cooperative standoff tracking of a ground moving target, each UAV's MTIR sensor can get its own measurement and execute the tracking filter algorithm separately. After each UAV receives the other's estimation via communication link, it can run a decentralised sensor fusion to enhance the tracking accuracy. This study simply adopts the following state-vector fusion also known as a track-to-track fusion [18] under the assumption that the communication bandwidth is wide enough to transmit the state (6-by-1) and covariance matrix (6-by-6) in both directions between a pair of UAVs.
where x tp k|k and P p k|k represent the state and error covariance estimations of the pair UAV. Subsequently,x t k in (18) will be used as the initial value of the state for the model prediction of a target for nonlinear model predictive control at each sampling.
IV. NONLINEAR MODEL PREDICTIVE COOPERATIVE STANDOFF TARGET TRACKING
The basic aim of nonlinear model predictive cooperative standoff target tracking is to find a control input sequence
with r k and r p k represent the relative vectors from the target position to the positions of the current UAV and its pair UAV, respectively, r d is a desired standoff distance from the UAVs to the ground target position, N is the length of receding horizon, v 0 is a nominal speed of UAVs, and v0 r d is a nominal angular velocity. p r , p d , q r , q d , r v , and r ω are constant weighting scalars. The geometry between the UAV, the pair UAV, and the ground target is shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 . The geometry between the UAV, the pair UAV, and the ground target (The subscript k is deleted for convenience.)
Eq. (24),d k is derived from the inner product of r k and r p k as:
where ∆θ k = |θ (î is a x-direction unit vector.). If the phase difference ∆θ k is ideally maintained as π radian for antipodal tracking of a pair of UAVs, the above equation is rearranged since cos π = −1 as:
Therefore, the left-hand side of the above equation can be set asd k in the performance index to be minimised for the phase angle keeping between a pair of UAVs. The dynamics of the UAVs in Eq. (4) is expressed as an equality constraint as:
The collision avoidance requirement between the UAV members is adopted as an inequality constraints as well as admissible control input ranges described in Eq. (2)-(3).
where r c is a safe distance between the UAVs to prevent collision. Derivation of an augmented performance index and its resulting control law can be found in detail from [12] . The online optimisation is run under the decentralised structure at each sampling. When The MTIR measurement on the target composed of the relative range and azimuth with respect to each UAV position comes in, each UAV performs the localisation of the target by the Extended Kalman tracker. Then, control/state of UAVs and their state/covariance estimation information of the target are shared via communication between the UAVs. Then, each UAV carries out the state-vector fusion using its own estimation and the information from its pair UAV in order to enhance the tracking accuracy against the moving target, which is then used as the initial value for propagating the target's state using the time update equation of the Extended Kalman tracker in Eq. (12) . Following this, the state of the pair UAV is propagated using Eq. (1) with the received pair-UAV information: the current state information and the optimal control over the receding horizon computed at the previous sampling. Now all the external information is ready for the online optimisation of nonlinear model predictive control.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
This section carries out numerical simulations using the proposed road-map assisted NMPCST for a moving ground vehicle. The vehicle trajectory data acquired at 2Hz in a SParamics [19] traffic model of Devizes map as previously shown in Fig. 2 , are used to generate the MTIR measurements composed of relative range and azimuth angle with respect to a position of UAV. Generated MTIR measurements of a pair of UAVs were mixed with the white noise having the following standard deviations.
UAV1:
(σ r , σ φ ) = (20m, 7deg) (31) UAV2:
The other setting of parameters needed for NMPCST can be found in Table I . To verify the feasibility and benefits of the proposed approach, the same scenarios explained above were tested for broadly-used LVFG [9] as well as NMPCST. Firstly, Table  III shows mean tracking error in position and velocity among different filtering methods. Apparently, the EKF and the UKF using the decentralised sensor fusion based on the statevector fusion of two UAVs shows better performance than the one using only single UAV, and the road-constrained ECUKF with data fusion provides the best estimation accuracy. Table III compares tracking guidance performance for standoff distance and phase keeping between LVFG and NMPCST using either the EKF or the road-constrained ECUKF. It is worthwhile noting that the performance improvement of NMPCST with changing estimation method from the EKF to the ECUKF is more remarkable than that of LVFG, since NMPCST uses predicted target's information to a certain future time explicitly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper has presented the road-map assisted standoff tracking of moving ground vehicle using nonlinear model predictive control, and particularly focused on using roadmap information to enhance target estimation accuracy. Firstly, a practical road approximation algorithm was proposed using constant curvature segments, and to exploit road information for precise tracking of a target, nonlinear roadconstrained Kalman filtering using a pseudo-measurement approach was applied. To address nonlinearity of road constraints and provide good estimation performance, both the EKF and the UKF were implemented along with the statevector fusion technique. In the numerical simulation results as to standoff target tracking, the effect of improved estimation accuracy on the tracking guidance performance was analysed for both LVFG and the proposed NMPC guidance. Extension of the proposed road-constrained filtering to the variable structure IMM filter concept will be followed as a future work, which can consider road junctions and different vehicle models.
